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Directed and elliptic flows of neutrons and light charged particles were measured for the reaction
197Au+197Au at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energy within the ASY-EOS experimental campaign at
the GSI laboratory. The detection system consisted of the Large Area Neutron Detector LAND,
combined with parts of the CHIMERA multidetector, of the ALADIN Time-of-flight Wall, and of
the Washington-University Microball detector. The latter three arrays were used for the event char-
acterization and reaction-plane reconstruction. In addition, an array of triple telescopes, KRATTA,
2was used for complementary measurements of the isotopic composition and flows of light charged
particles.
From the comparison of the elliptic flow ratio of neutrons with respect to charged particles with
UrQMD predictions, a value γ = 0.72 ± 0.19 is obtained for the power-law coefficient describing
the density dependence of the potential part in the parametrization of the symmetry energy. It
represents a new and more stringent constraint for the regime of supra-saturation density and
confirms, with a considerably smaller uncertainty, the moderately soft to linear density dependence
deduced from the earlier FOPI-LAND data. The densities probed are shown to reach beyond twice
saturation.
PACS numbers: 21.65.Cd, 21.65.Ef, 25.75.Ld
I. INTRODUCTION
Differences in the collective emission properties of neu-
trons and protons in neutron-rich heavy-ion reactions at
intermediate bombarding energies have been proposed as
potential observables for the study of the equation of
state of asymmetric nuclear matter [1–4]. Among them,
the neutron-proton elliptic flow ratio and difference have
been shown to be sufficiently sensitive probes of the high-
density behavior of the nuclear symmetry energy [5, 6].
The comparison of existing data from the FOPI-LAND
experiment [7, 8] with calculations performed with the
UrQMD transport model [9–11] suggested a moderately
soft to linear symmetry term, characterized by a co-
efficient γ = 0.9 ± 0.4 for the power-law parametriza-
tion of the density dependence of the potential part [5].
This result has excluded super-soft scenarios but suf-
fers from the considerable statistical uncertainty of the
experimental data. The same data set was also com-
pared to calculations performed with the Tu¨bingen QMD
model and a constraint compatible with the UrQMD re-
sult was obtained [6, 12, 13]. In addition, a thorough
study of the parameter dependence of the model predic-
tions was performed in order to devise a route towards
a model-independent constraint of the high-density sym-
metry energy. It showed that presently acceptable lim-
its for the choice of parameters in the isoscalar part of
the transport description cause uncertainties compara-
ble with but not larger than those of the experimental
FOPI-LAND data [12]. It was also found that different
parametrizations of the isovector part of the equation of
state, the Gogny inspired (momentum dependent) and
the power law (momentum independent) potential, lead
to very similar predictions for the neutron-vs-charged-
particle elliptic-flow ratio or difference.
To improve the statistical accuracy of the experimen-
tal flow parameters for the 197Au+197Au reaction and to
extend the flow measurements to other systems, the sym-
metric collision systems 197Au+197Au, 96Zr+96Zr, and
96Ru+96Ru at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energies have
been chosen for the ASY-EOS experimental campaign,
conducted at the GSI laboratory in May 2011 (exper-
∗deceased
iment S394). As in the FOPI-LAND experiment, the
Large Area Neutron Detector LAND [14] was used for
the detection and identification of neutrons and light
charged particles. Parts of the CHIMERA multidetec-
tor [15, 16], of the ALADIN Time-of-flight Wall [17],
and of the Washington-University Microball detector [18]
were used for the event characterization and reaction-
plane reconstruction. By including the KRATTA tele-
scope array [19] with isotopic identification of charged-
particles up to atomic number Z = 4 in the setup, ad-
ditional observables as, e.g., yields and flows of light-
charged particles and yield ratios of the isobar pairs
3H/3He or 7Li/7Be were made available for the study
of isospin effects in these reactions.
The results reported here refer exclusively to the
197Au+197Au reaction whose analysis has been com-
pleted. It is shown that the new data confirm the moder-
ately soft to linear density dependence of the symmetry
energy deduced from the earlier FOPI-LAND data. How-
ever, for technical reasons, the capabilities of the LAND
detector could not be fully exploited. This had the ef-
fect that the originally intended measurement of detailed
dependencies of the neutron flows on rapidity, transverse
momentum, and particle type could not be fully real-
ized. Uncertainties of some of the required corrections
restricted the analysis to essentially only providing the
ratio of neutron over charged-particle flows, integrated
over the LAND acceptance. By comparing it with the
results of UrQMD calculations adapted to the experimen-
tal acceptance and analysis conditions, a new and more
stringent constraint for the symmetry energy at supra-
saturation densities was derived.
The technical deficiencies of the LAND timing system,
the methods developed to correct for them in the anal-
ysis, and the consequences for the obtained results are
described and explained in detail in the Appendix. The
confidence in the validity of the main, acceptance inte-
grated, result is derived from the fact that it is found
to be only weakly dependent on assumptions regarding
details of the corrections. These uncertainties were quan-
titatively assessed by varying the assumptions within well
defined intervals and by treating their effects as system-
atic errors. These systematic and the statistical errors of
the collected data set are of approximately equal magni-
tude.
The present work derives its importance also from the
fact that the flow probe, at present, appears to be the
3most robust observable for testing the nuclear equation
of state at high densities. The recent comprehensive
study of charged particle flows for 197Au+197Au colli-
sions at energies from 0.4 to 1.5 GeV/nucleon reflects a
remarkable consistency in its support of a soft solution
for the equation of state of symmetric matter, includ-
ing momentum-dependent forces [20, 21]. It provides a
narrower constraint than previously available [22]. Such
narrower limits for the compressibility of symmetric nu-
clear matter are very useful also with regard to the equa-
tion of state of asymmetric matter. They have the effect
of reducing systematic uncertainties originating from the
choice of parameters for the isoscalar sector of a transport
description [12].
Major efforts have recently been made to reduce the
apparent systematic discrepancies in the interpretation
of the FOPI pion ratios [23] with increasingly complex
transport calculations [24–29]. Of particular interest is
the observation that the predicted pi−/pi+ yield ratios
are expected to rise when the medium modifications of
pion production thresholds are explicitly considered [25].
This effect may permit reproducing the experimental val-
ues with choices for the symmetry energy that are less
extreme than those required in some of the earlier pion
studies [30–32]. On the other hand, the calculations of
Hong and Danielewicz [24] exhibit only a small sensitiv-
ity of integrated pion ratios to the stiffness of the sym-
metry energy, pointing to the need for energy-differential
observables. Further work will thus be required before
pion yields and yield ratios can be reliably applied to the
investigation of the high-density symmetry energy.
The important role played by the nuclear symmetry
energy in nuclear structure and reactions as well as in
astrophysics is the subject of several review articles [33–
37]. A brief introductory review of the situation at supra-
saturation densities is available in Ref. [38]. A compre-
hensive list of pertinent articles has recently appeared in
the Topical Issue on Nuclear Symmetry Energy [39].
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Setup for S394
A schematic view of the experimental setup of the
ASY-EOS experiment at the GSI laboratory is shown
in Fig. 1. The beam was guided in vacuum to about 2 m
upstream from the target. A thin plastic scintillator foil
viewed by two photo-multipliers was used to record the
projectile arrival times and to serve as a start detector for
the time-of-flight measurement. The Large Area Neutron
Detector LAND [14] was positioned to cover laboratory
angles around 45◦ with respect to the beam direction. A
veto wall of plastic scintillators in front of LAND allowed
discriminating between neutrons and charged particles.
In this configuration, it was possible to measure the di-
rected and elliptic flows of neutrons and charged particles
near mid-rapidity within the same angular acceptance.
FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic view of the experimental
setup of the ASY-EOS experiment S394 at GSI. The target
area with the Microball is not to scale in the main drawing but
shown with a scale factor of approximately 5:1 in the lower
left corner (see Sec. II B for coverage and dimensions).
Opposite of LAND, covering a comparable range of polar
angles, the Krako´w Triple Telescope Array KRATTA [19]
had been installed to permit flow measurements of identi-
fied charged particles under the same experimental condi-
tions. Results obtained with KRATTA will be published
separately.
For the event characterization and for measuring the
orientation of the reaction plane, three detection sys-
tems had been installed. The ALADIN Time-of-Flight
(AToF) Wall [17] was used to detect charged particles
and fragments in forward direction at polar angles up
to θlab ≤ 7
◦. Its capability of identifying large frag-
ments and of characterizing events with a measurement
of Zbound [17] permitted the sorting of events according to
impact parameter. Four double rings of the CHIMERA
multidetector [15, 16] carrying together 352 CsI(Tl) scin-
tillators in forward direction and four rings with 50 thin
CsI(Tl) elements of the Washington University Microball
array [18] surrounding the target provided sufficient cov-
erage and granularity for determining the orientation of
the reaction plane from the measured azimuthal particle
distributions.
The kinematic coverage achieved with this assembly
of detection systems is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. In
Fig. 3, in particular, the enhanced particle yields in the
kinematic regimes of participant and spectator emissions
are clearly visible. The product yields from the decay
of the projectile spectator seen with CHIMERA and the
AToF Wall do not exactly match because the AToF effi-
ciency for hydrogen isotopes in this energy range is lower
than that of the CHIMERA modules.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Kinematic acceptance in the
transverse-velocity vs rapidity plane of the detector systems
used in the S394 experiment. The contour lines refer to the
specified values of the kinetic energy of protons in the labo-
ratory, ranging from 10 MeV to 1 GeV. The indicated lower
and upper limits in energy are for protons (stopped protons
for KRATTA and CHIMERA) and were calculated for the
specific detector thresholds and configurations. An average
value was chosen for the four types of detector elements of
the Microball (labeled µBall in the figure).
B. Detection systems
1. LAND detector
The Large Area Neutron Detector (LAND, Ref. [14]),
upgraded with new TACQUILA GSI-ASIC electron-
ics [40], was positioned at a distance of 5 m from the
target. Its kinematic acceptance was similar to that of
the forward LAND subdetector used in the FOPI/LAND
experiment [5] but slightly larger in rapidity for given
transverse momentum due to the shorter distance from
the target. LAND consists of 10 consecutive layers of 2 x
2 m2 area, together adding up to the 1-m depth of the de-
tector. Each layer is formed by 20 modules of 2-m length
whose orientations alternate from layer to layer between
vertical and horizontal. The modules have a 10 x 10 cm2
cross section and are built from 9 sheets of iron and 10
sheets of plastic-scintillator material, all 5-mm thick, ar-
ranged in alternating order and oriented parallel to the
entrance plane of the detector. Two sheets of 2.5-mm
thickness form the entrance and exit layers of each mod-
ule. In this design, the iron serves as a converter and the
plastic scintillators as detectors for the produced ionizing
radiation.
As it turned out during the analysis, the standard
method of identifying the showers generated by interact-
ing neutrons in the full LAND assembly was not feasible
because of the timing difficulties related to the use of the
new electronic system (discussed in Sec. III A below and
in the Appendix). Only 19 modules (out of 20) of the first
layer of LAND are included in the present analysis. This
lowers the detection efficiency for neutrons and modifies
its energy dependence, effects that had to be taken into
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Measured invariant hit distribution for
197Au+197Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energy
in the transverse-velocity vs rapidity plane for charged parti-
cles detected with the three systems Microball, CHIMERA,
and AToF Wall with full azimuthal coverage and for neutrons
detected with LAND. The velocities of particles detected with
the Microball are not measured and shown here with an arbi-
trarily chosen homogeneous kinetic-energy distribution in the
interval 0 ≤ Ekin ≤ 100MeV . The apparent angular variation
may be influenced by ring-dependent thresholds. The arrows
indicate the rapidities of the projectile yp = 0.896 and of the
c.m. system.
account. The resulting range of polar angles that were
covered by this part of LAND was 37.7◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 56.5
◦
with respect to the beam direction.
A veto wall consisting of 10-cm wide and 5-mm thick
plastic-scintillator slabs covered the front face of LAND,
permitting the distinction between neutral and charged
particles. The slabs were mounted in vertical orienta-
tion parallel to the modules of the first plane of LAND.
Charged particles were identified on the basis of coinci-
dent hits in the veto wall, matching the time and position
of the corresponding hit in LAND. However, due to in-
sufficient resolution achieved in the readout of the analog
signals, the identification of the atomic number Z of the
recorded charged particles on the basis of their energy
loss in the veto-wall scintillators was not feasible. The
comparative analysis was thus restricted to the collec-
tive flows of neutrons with respect to that observed for
all charged particles detected within the acceptance of
LAND.
2. KRATTA hodoscope
The Krako´w Triple Telescope Array, KRATTA [19],
was specifically designed for the experiment to measure
the energy, emission angles, and isotopic composition
of light charged reaction products. The 35 modules of
KRATTA were arranged in a 7x5 array and placed op-
posite to LAND at a distance of 40 cm from the target.
5They covered 160 msr of solid angle at polar angles be-
tween 24◦ and 68◦. The modules of KRATTA consisted
of two, optically decoupled, CsI(Tl) crystals (thickness of
2.5 cm and 12.5 cm) and three large-area, 500-µm thick,
PIN photodiodes. The middle photodiode and the short
CsI(Tl) crystal read out by the diode from its front face
were operated as a single-chip telescope [41]. Very good
isotopic resolution has been obtained in the whole dy-
namic range up to Z ∼ 4. The methods used for deriving
it and the virtue of using digital pulse-shape recording
throughout are described in Ref. [19].
3. CHIMERA hodoscope
Four double rings of the CHIMERA multidetector [15,
16] had been transported to the GSI laboratory and in-
stalled at their nominal distances from the target, cov-
ering polar angles between 7◦ and 20◦. They carried
together 352 CsI(Tl) scintillators, 12 cm in thickness and
read out with photodiodes. Each of the 8 individual rings
provided a 2pi azimuthal coverage with either 40 or 48
modules per ring. For calibration purposes, 4 of the Si
detectors of the regular CHIMERA setup were installed
in each ring. For these telescopes, an independent digital
pulse-shape acquisition system was used to investigate
and improve the particle identification and calibration
methods [42]. The recorded telescope data proved very
useful for verifying the analysis schemes developed for
this experiment.
The CHIMERA rings were intended for the detection
and identification of light charged particles, primarily ex-
pected to come from the mid-rapidity regime. In the
analysis, a rapidity gate y > 0.1 in the center-of-mass
(c.m.) reference system was applied to exclusively select
forward-hemisphere emissions for determining the orien-
tation of the reaction plane.
For the use of CHIMERA modules at the present en-
ergy regime, the identification of punch-through particles
was essential. In addition, the velocity of registered par-
ticles had to be reconstructed with an accuracy permit-
ting the application of the rapidity gate. For particles
stopped in the CsI, this was done using the mass number
A and the deposited energy of the particles resolved in
the fast-vs-slow identification map.
For particles punching through the CsI, their atomic
number, essentially Z = 1 or 2, was evident in the fast-vs-
slow identification plots. A most probable mass number
A was assigned on the basis of the measured energy loss
∆E and used to reconstruct the total kinetic energy and
momentum. The mass A = 4 was assigned to helium iso-
topes. In the case of the hydrogen isotopes, A = 3 was
assigned to a Z = 1 particle if ∆Ep.t.d < ∆E < ∆E
p.t.
t ,
A = 2 was assigned if ∆Ep.t.p < ∆E < ∆E
p.t.
d , and A = 1
was assigned if ∆E < ∆Ep.t.p . Here ∆E
p.t.
x refers to the
calculated maximum energy loss ∆E deposited in the
CsI(Tl) module by punch-through particles, and the sub-
script x = p, d, t indicates protons, deuterons and tritons,
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Identification plot of CsI(Tl) signals
recorded with a CHIMERA module of ring 7 (θlab ≈ 17
◦)
from 197Au+197Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon displaying
the ratio of fast-over-slow vs the slow signal components. The
loci of hydrogen and helium ions punching through the full
length of the detector are labeled as Hpt and Hept. An ex-
panded view of the area within the rectangular box is shown
in the inset. Besides the punch-through groups, also the loci
of mass-identified light ions are indicated there.
respectively. The reconstructed total kinetic energy was
then used to determine the velocity of the particle. An
example of the two-dimensional maps used for the parti-
cle identification and analysis is shown in Fig. 4.
4. ALADIN ToF Wall
A central square part of the ALADIN Time-of-Flight
(AToF) Wall [17] with an area of approximately 1 m2 was
placed symmetrically with respect to the beam direction
at a distance of 3.7 m downstream from the target. It
was used to detect forward emitted charged particles and
fragments at polar angles smaller than 7◦, i.e. within the
opening of the forward-most CHIMERA ring. The two
layers of the AToF Wall (front and rear) each consisted
of 48 modules of 2.5 x 110 cm2 plastic scintillators with
a thickness of 1 cm and with photo-multipliers (PMs)
mounted at their upper and lower end faces. The modules
are arranged in densely packed groups of eight modules,
six groups per layer, and all oriented in vertical direction.
They provided the atomic numbers Z of the detected
fragments and light charged particles, as well as their
velocities and directions of emission. The threshold was
set below the maximum of the Z = 1 distribution in the
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FIG. 5: (Color online) AToF identification plots of calibrated
time of flight vs recorded energy loss ∆E for two slats ap-
proximately 30 cm and 35 cm to the right of the beam di-
rection (θlab ≈ 4.7
◦ and ≈ 5.4◦, respectively, at their central
parts). The groups of light elements are clearly recognized up
to atomic number Z ≈ 10 as shown in the inset.
spectrum of recorded energy-loss signals. A central hole
of 7.5 x 7.5 cm2 permitted the non-interacting beam to
pass undetected through the AToF Wall.
The atomic number Z of light fragments is individually
resolved on the basis of the measured time and energy loss
up to approximately Z = 10, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The
unusually high background appearing in these maps is at-
tributed to interactions of the ions with air during their
flight path to the detector. Heavier fragments are identi-
fied with a resolution of ∆Z ≈ 2 (FWHM) on the basis of
the Z calibrations generated in earlier experiments with
the AToF Wall [17, 43]. The obtained time-of-flight res-
olution varies with Z, smoothly decreasing from 300 ps
(standard deviation) for lithium fragments to about 100
ps for fragments with Z > 10. The AToF timing signals
were used to generate a reaction trigger. The minimum
requirement was 3 recorded tracks in the front-wall and
3 recorded tracks in the rear-wall modules. The front-
and rear-wall tracks are usually pairwise correlated and
produced by the same particles. The central group of
eight modules containing the central opening was not in-
cluded in the trigger circuit. These trigger requirements
had the effect of suppressing collisions producing mod-
erate excitations. However, the forward position of the
wall and the long passage of the beam through air had
the effect of still producing unwanted trigger signals gen-
erated by reactions on non-target material. The methods
chosen to efficiently eliminate such events in the analysis
are explained below.
5. Microball
The target was surrounded by an array of fifty 3.6-
mm to 5.6-mm thick CsI(Tl) elements of the Washington
University Microball (so-called Reaction Microball) [18].
This array had 4 azimuthally symmetric rings, subtended
the range of polar angles between 60◦ and 147◦ in the
laboratory and, thus, was essentially sensitive to back-
ward emissions in the c.m. frame of the reaction. The
azimuthal distributions of modules recording a hit above
threshold provided a measure of the orientation of the
reaction plane as seen in the rear hemisphere. The small
diameter of the array of only about 10 cm offered a nearly
negligible solid-angle for reactions occurring downstream
from the target, a property that was used for suppressing
background reactions in the analysis.
C. Beams and targets
With beam intensities of about 105 pps and targets of
1-2% interaction probability, about 5·106 events were col-
lected for each of the systems 197Au+197Au, 96Zr+96Zr,
and 96Ru+96Ru. Additional runs were performed with-
out a target to measure the background from the inter-
action of projectile ions with non-target material. The
3.7 m column of air between the target and the AToF
Wall represents by itself an additional target with a the-
oretical interaction probability of about 6% for 197Au
projectiles.
Measurements with iron shadow bars in front of
LAND, with and without a target, were used to deter-
mine the background of scattered neutrons not directly
originating from the target. The shadow bars consisted of
several pieces of iron, together representing a block of 60
cm in thickness and shaped to precisely cover the solid-
angle acceptance of the LAND detector as seen from the
target position. Results obtained with the 96Zr and 96Ru
beams and targets will not be presented here.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis of the experimental data has been per-
formed within the FairRoot software framework primar-
ily developed for the use with the future FAIR detec-
tors [44]. The FairRoot framework contains a complete
simulation of the ASY-EOS detector setup and geome-
try and of the data analysis schemes. Theoretical calcu-
lations can be performed within the same software en-
vironment and filtered in order to adapt them to the
experimental acceptance and analysis conditions.
A. LAND timing
A major difficulty arose from the fact that the new
TACQUILA GSI-ASIC electronics [40] of the LAND de-
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Experimental correlation of the max-
imum atomic number Zmax of the fragments within an event
and the quantity Zbound as deduced from the fragments de-
tected with the AToF Wall. The dots represent the mean
values of Zmax over the intervals of Zbound indicated by the
horizontal error bars.
tector did not permit the recognition of the very low-
energy γ-ray signals in the LAND modules. The abso-
lute time calibration, therefore, had to be obtained from
a spectra comparison with data of the FOPI-LAND ex-
periment. Furthermore, the digital timing information
was found to be frequently, with approximately 30% -
40% probability, affected by ±25 ns time jumps, arising
from errors in counting the number of 25-ns clock cycles
occurring between the start and stop signals in a time
measurement. These uncertainties were identified and
corrected with procedures that are described in detail in
the Appendix. Where possible, recourse was taken by
comparing with or adjusting to existing data from previ-
ous FOPI and FOPI-LAND experiments.
The goal pursued in the present analysis consisted
in applying the evident corrections and in quantifying
the uncertainties associated with correction steps that
could not be unambiguously determined. For the time-
resolved differential data, the main uncertainty arises
from the so-called second correction step, devised for
wrongly recorded hits not recognized in the first correc-
tion step (see Appendix). In addition to recovering the
correct times of the intended class of hits, it has the side
effect of misplacing an unknown number of valid hits in
the time spectra. This causes a mixing of the flow proper-
ties within the affected time intervals. The problem was
investigated by applying the second correction to ran-
domly chosen fractions of the selected group of candidate
hits and by comparing the consequences with data sets
obtained in FOPI measurements [45]. It will be shown
that the mixing affects the deduced flow parameters but,
to a much smaller extent, the flow ratios. Its contribu-
tion to the systematic error of the power-law exponent γ
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Experimental correlation of the quan-
tity Zbound as deduced from the fragments detected with the
AToF Wall with the charged-particle multiplicity measured
with CHIMERA. Events within the hatched area were ex-
cluded from the analysis; the high-intensity group near mul-
tiplicity 27 with Zbound ≈ 0 is caused by central collisions;
the symbols represent the mean Zbound of the remaining dis-
tribution as a function of the CHIMERA multiplicity.
amounts to ∆γ = ±0.05.
This particular correction and the mixing that it causes
play only a minor role for the acceptance-integrated re-
sults obtained after integrating over the full time spec-
tra. Timing errors have no consequence here as long as
they do not lead beyond the limits of the integration in-
terval. A remaining source of uncertainty is the precise
choice of the low-energy thresholds as it should match
their counterparts in the calculations. For charged par-
ticles, the threshold energy is given by the requirement
to pass through the veto wall and to reach the first scin-
tillator plane of LAND, for protons about 60 MeV. It
is thus independent of the time measurement, provided
the hit is within the accepted time interval. For neu-
trons, the low-energy threshold is defined by the chosen
integration limit at long times-of-flight. Timing errors
are effective here. To minimize the overall uncertainty,
the integration limit was placed at times-of-flight much
longer than expected for charged particles and into a low-
intensity region less affected by the timing corrections
(see Appendix). Its nominal value corresponded to 30
MeV kinetic energy for nucleons. The level of remaining
uncertainties was determined by varying the integration
limit within a wide interval and by comparing with calcu-
lations performed with corresponding energy thresholds
for neutrons. As observed in the differential case, the
flow ratios are only mildly affected because uncertainties
cancel. The observed variation of ∆γ = ±0.07 repre-
sents the overall systematic error arising from the LAND
timing properties.
8B. Impact parameter determination
For selecting according to impact parameter, global
variables were constructed from the CHIMERA and
AToF data. They included
Zbound =
N∑
i=1
Zi with Zi ≥ 2 (1)
and the ratio of transverse to longitudinal charge,
ZRAT = 10 · Ztrans/Zlong (2)
with an arbitrarily chosen scale factor 10 and with
Ztrans =
N∑
i=1
Zisin
2(θi), Zlong =
N∑
i=1
Zicos
2(θi) (3)
where θi is the polar angle of the i
th particle in the labo-
ratory reference system. Zbound is close to the charge of
the primary spectator system and monotonically corre-
lated with the impact parameter, while ZRAT increases
with the centrality of the reaction. The choice of these
variables as impact parameter selectors has been guided
by performing UrQMD calculations for given impact pa-
rameter ranges and filtering the simulated reaction events
for angular acceptance, detection thresholds and resolu-
tion of the detectors.
For constructing Zbound, fragments recorded with
CHIMERA and the AToF Wall were used where not oth-
erwise indicated. Larger fragments (Z > 4, cf. Fig. 4) are
exclusively expected at very forward angles, well within
the kinematic acceptance of θlab ≤ 7
◦ of the AToF Wall.
The evolution of the largest atomic number Zmax ob-
served in an event as a function of Zbound, here from
AToF alone, is shown in Fig. 6. The relative behavior of
these two observables resembles closely that known from
earlier results reported by the ALADIN Collaboration for
the same reaction [17]. Only for large Zbound is a differ-
ence observed, as 〈Zmax〉 does not reach beyond 70. It is
caused by the chosen trigger condition that suppressed
the most peripheral event group with small multiplicity
and a Zmax close to the projectile Z.
The expected anti-correlation of Zbound as determined
from AToF alone, rising with impact parameter b and
the multiplicity of charged particles measured with the
CHIMERA rings at intermediate angles is observed as
well (Fig. 7). The group of events with both, small
Zbound and small multiplicities detected with CHIMERA
(hatched area in the figure) is interpreted as containing
nearly undeflected heavy projectile fragments that have
passed undetected through the central hole of the AToF
Wall. Such events are expected from very peripheral
197Au+197Au collisions as well as from the interaction
of the beam with N or O nuclei of the air downstream of
the target. The class of events within the hatched region
was not further considered in the analysis.
The correlation of Zbound with ZRAT , as ob-
tained from the combined CHIMERA and AToF data
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Top row: Inclusive Zbound vs ZRAT
correlation for data sets taken with (left panel) and with-
out (right panel) a target foil in place (EF stands for Empty
Frame). Bottom row: UrQMD calculations for the correla-
tion of Zbound vs ZRAT for
197Au+197Au collisions at 400
MeV/nucleon and impact parameter b < 10.0 fm, filtered
to match the experimental conditions (right panel), and for
impact-parameter distributions obtained under different con-
ditions (left panel). The unbiased distribution for the full
reaction for b < 10.0 fm is given by the black (solid) his-
togram while the blue, green, and red lines show impact
parameter distributions obtained when selecting b < 3 fm,
3 < b < 7.5 fm, and b > 7.5 fm, respectively, by gating either
on Zbound (dashed) or on ZRAT (dotted). The ridge line of
the UrQMD distribution (bottom-right panel) is drawn into
the experimental distribution (top-left panel).
for 197Au+197Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon, are
presented in Fig. 8 (top left panel). The two
impact-parameter sensitive quantities are globally anti-
correlated as expected: Zbound grows while ZRAT drops
with increasing impact parameter. For orientation,
ZRAT = 0.15 is obtained for particles detected at the
forward limit of the CHIMERA acceptance θlab = 7
◦,
ZRAT = 1.3 for particles detected at the largest an-
gle θlab = 20
◦, and ZRAT ≈ 0.7 for a homogeneous
distribution within the CHIMERA acceptance. The ob-
served distribution is compatible with these limits. Val-
ues smaller than ZRAT = 0.15 are suppressed by the
trigger condition of four or more charged particles de-
tected with CHIMERA and two or more hits recorded
by the Microball by which peripheral collisions are sup-
pressed. In addition, the adopted condition requiring an
anti-correlation of the preferential azimuthal directions
of these particles observed with CHIMERA and with the
Microball was applied (see Sec. III D). A very similar
pattern is observed for the result of UrQMD calculations,
performed for the range of impact parameters b < 10.0 fm
9(bottom-right panel). The ridge line deduced from the
simulations follows the experimental distribution rather
well (Fig. 8, top-left panel).
The correlation observed when the target foil is re-
moved is shown in the top-right panel of Fig. 8. The
yields are normalized with respect to the integrated beam
intensity so that the much lower intensity of background
reactions becomes evident. They display a similar anti-
correlation, however much less pronounced and extend-
ing mainly over the range typical for the more periph-
eral collisions in the 197Au+197Au case. The observed
concentration of background events at large Zbound >
40 also coincides with the expectation for collisions of
197Au beam particles with predominantly 14N encoun-
tered downstream of the target location [46]. The ini-
tially high yield of AToF trigger signals from 197Au+air
collisions is reduced to the apparent low level by applying
the conditions on the multiplicity and azimuthal orienta-
tion of Microball hits within the event.
For the actual impact-parameter selections within the
range of interest b < 7.5 fm, the global observables Zbound
and ZRAT were used. The condition on multiplicity
specified above provided no additional restriction within
this range of central and mid-peripheral collisions. The
quality of the resolution that can be expected, according
to the UrQMD model, is illustrated in the bottom-left
panel of Fig. 8. Three examples of central, mid-central
and more peripheral selections with nominal impact-
parameter intervals of b < 3 fm, 3 < b < 7.5 fm, and
b > 7.5 fm, respectively, are displayed. The expected
smoothing of the boundaries of the actually selected in-
tervals is about equal for the Zbound and ZRAT observ-
ables. The interval chosen for generating the acceptance-
integrated flow ratio in the final analysis is a nominal
b < 7.5 fm. As the calculations show, the actual distri-
bution can be expected to contain nearly all events with
b < 6 fm and, with decreasing probability, a selection of
events with impact parameters up to b ≈ 10 fm.
C. Reaction plane orientation
For the experimental estimates of the azimuthal orien-
tation of the impact-parameter vector, both CHIMERA
and AToF data were used. In the CHIMERA analysis, a
Q-vector [47] was calculated as
~QCHI =
N∑
i=1
Zi ~βt,iγi, (4)
with the transverse-velocity vectors ~βt,i and with N ≥ 4,
i.e. by requiring at least four identified particles recorded
by CHIMERA. An important factor in the Q-vector def-
inition is the weight factor ω = +1(−1) for emissions
in the forward (backward) hemisphere in the c.m. sys-
tem. It is omitted here because emissions in the forward
hemisphere are exclusively selected with the condition
on rapidity yc.m. > 0.1. The vector ~QCHI represents a
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Bi-dimensional representations of the
difference of the azimuthal reaction-plane orientations indi-
vidually measured with CHIMERA and the AToFWall, under
the condition that the CHIMERA and Microball orientations
are within the adopted anti-correlation gate and shown for
measurements with (panel a) and without (panel b) a gold
foil in the target frame. The bottom panel shows yield curves
for these two cases, Au+Au and Au+EF (EF stands for empty
frame), normalized with respect to the integrated beam inten-
sity.
Z- and transverse-velocity-weighted, i.e. approximately
transverse-momentum-weighted, direction in the plane
perpendicular to the beam direction.
In the AToF analysis, a second vector ~QAToF has been
determined from the recorded positions of the interac-
tion of detected fragments with the Time-of-Flight Wall.
The horizontal coordinates were determined with the un-
certainty given by the slat widths of 2.5 cm. It reduces
to 1.25 cm if the fragment was identified in both layers
as observed in most cases. The vertical coordinate was
determined from the measured difference of the top and
bottom time signals, and a resolution of typically about
±2 cm was obtained. The distance to the beam axis,
under the assumption of approximately beam velocity,
is proportional to the transverse velocity of the detected
particle or fragment. The resulting azimuthal vector was
weighted with the atomic number Z of the fragment and
~QAToF was obtained by summing over all individual vec-
10
tors within an event. Also here, the weight factor ω can
be omitted as the AToF acceptance of θlab ≤ 7
◦ strongly
favors projectile fragments. A time-of-flight gate select-
ing forward emissions in the c.m. frame was used in ad-
dition.
The resolution obtained with these two quantities is
overall comparable but depends somewhat on the impact
parameter. Peripheral collisions associated with small
multiplicities in the CHIMERA part of the recorded
event may be more easily characterized with the heavy
fragments seen in AToF while more central collisions
leading to high CHIMERA multiplicities may produce
only few light fragments within the acceptance of the
AToF Wall. As it turned out, in the impact parameter
range of interest, b ≤ 7.5 fm, only about 10% of the events
permitted the calculation of a Q-vector from AToF hits
alone. Because the AToF geometry is not azimuthally
symmetric, the resulting inclusive Q-vector distributions
are not fully isotropic.
With the Microball data, the reaction-plane orienta-
tion was estimated by summing over the azimuthal di-
rections of the recorded hits. A vector ~QµBall has been
calculated as
~QµBall =
N∑
i=1
rˆit, (5)
where rˆit is the azimuthal unit vector in the direction of
the location of the detector module that recorded the ith
hit. A minimum multiplicity of N ≥ 2 was imposed. In
this case, the weight factor ω has been omitted because
the rapidity of the detected particles was not determined
even though the Microball acceptance of θlab ≥ 60
◦ can
be expected to select mainly backward emissions. As
shown below, the orientation of ~QµBall was indeed found
to be opposite to those of the CHIMERA and AToF Q-
vectors.
The three Q-vectors are strongly correlated. An ex-
ample for the degree of coincidence of the CHIMERA
and AToF azimuthal orientations is shown in Fig. 9.
The individual azimuthal reaction-plane orientations ob-
tained from the CHIMERA and AToF Wall data are
evidently strongly correlated. With the target foil re-
moved (middle panel), the coincidence of orientations
is no longer present; the correlation pattern is domi-
nated by the slightly reduced acceptance of AToF in the
region near 0◦. The applied condition requiring that
the CHIMERA and Microball orientations are within
the adopted anti-correlation gate of ±90◦ suppresses un-
wanted background, as discussed in Sec. III D in more
detail. The resulting distributions of the difference
ΦCHI − ΦAToF of the azimuthal angles of the vectors
~QCHI and ~QAToF for the class of events containing a valid
~QAToF is shown in the bottom panel.
The inclusive reaction-plane distributions, as given
by the combined Q-vectors obtained by summing over
recorded hits in CHIMERA and AToF for three choices
of impact-parameter windows, are shown in the top row
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FIG. 10: Top row: Inclusive distribution of reaction-plane ori-
entations ΦRP obtained with the Q-vector method from the
combined CHIMERA and AToF data for the indicated three
intervals of nominal impact parameter b.
Bottom row: Distributions of the difference of orientations of
the sub-event reaction planes obtained with the mixing tech-
nique of Refs. [49, 50] and by using the weight Zβtγ (see text).
The corresponding values of the reaction plane dispersion pa-
rameter χ are indicated.
of Fig. 10. The observed flatness indicates that the par-
ticle angular distributions have not been biased by vari-
ations of the detector efficiencies, by properties of the
event triggering or by other azimuthal asymmetries in
the experiment.
Several different methods of estimating the reaction-
plane orientation were applied to the data in order to
identify possible systematic uncertainties related to it.
They are all based on the Q-vector method of Ref. [47]
but differ in the kinematic quantities used as weights for
summing over the included particles and fragments. Be-
sides the product Zβtγ (cf. Eq. 4), equal weights for all
particles and the atomic number Z alone of each particle
were also used as weights for summing over the azimuthal
directions of the recorded hits either in both CHIMERA
and AToF or in CHIMERA alone. It was, in addition, in-
vestigated to what extent the result varies with the value
of the rapidity gate chosen for selecting the forward hemi-
sphere in the c.m. reference frame.
The criterion chosen for this investigation was the
achieved resolution of the reaction-plane orientation. It
determines the necessary corrections and the uncertainty
associated with the obtained flow parameters [48]. It
was evaluated with the sub-event mixing technique as
described in Refs. [49, 50] and quantified through the
resolution parameter χ. This parameter is inversely pro-
portional to the width of the difference distribution of
sub-event orientations, assumed to be Gaussian in the
present case (cf. Ref. [48]). Examples of difference distri-
butions obtained for selected intervals of impact param-
eter are given in the bottom row of Fig. 10, including the
corresponding results for χ. The resolution parameters
obtained with the studied choices of weights and detector
11
detectors and chosen weight yc.m. > 0.1 yc.m. > 0.2
CHIMERA alone, equal weight 1.39 1.30
CHIMERA+AToF, equal weight 1.45 1.37
CHIMERA alone, Z 1.51 1.42
CHIMERA+AToF, Z 1.58 1.50
CHIMERA alone, Zβtγ 1.52 1.42
CHIMERA+AToF, Zβtγ 1.59 1.49
TABLE I: Resolution parameter χ obtained for the estimation
of the reaction-plane orientation with different choices for the
Q-vector construction for the case of 197Au+197Au collisions
in the range of nominal impact parameter 3 < b < 7.5 fm.
The first column indicates the considered detector systems
and weights, the second and third columns show χ for two
values of the rapidity gate chosen for CHIMERA hits.
systems are listed in Table I for the interval of nominal
impact parameter 3 < b < 7.5 fm. The best resolution,
indicated by the largest value for χ, has been achieved us-
ing the product Zβtγ as the weight and by summing over
the recorded hits with yc.m. > 0.1 in both CHIMERA
and AToF. All the results shown in the following sections
were obtained with this choice. It is interesting to note,
however, that other choices for the weighting factors lead
to very comparable results (Table I).
The correction factors resulting from the so determined
dispersion of the reconstructed reaction plane were ob-
tained according to Ref. [49, 50]. Resolution parame-
ters χ in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 (Fig. 10) correspond
to attenuation factors 〈cos(n∆φ)〉 of approximately 0.8
to 0.9 for n = 1, i.e. for the case of directed flow, and
to ≈ 0.5 to 0.65 for the elliptic flow (n = 2). Their
inverse values represent the correction factors to be ap-
plied to the Fourier coefficients describing the measured
azimuthal anisotropies. The validity of the method used
for determining the reaction-plane orientation and its ex-
perimental dispersion were confirmed by a comparison of
collective flows obtained from the KRATTA and from
FOPI data [45] for the same reaction. Excellent agree-
ment is obtained for directed and elliptic flows of hydro-
gen and helium isotopes within the common acceptance
of the two experiments [51].
D. Background corrections
For rejecting background reactions due to the interac-
tion of Au projectiles with non-target material, the corre-
lation of the Q-vector orientations as given by CHIMERA
and by the Microball detectors was used. Figure 11 shows
the correlation between their azimuthal directions, ΦCHI
and ΦµBall, for
197Au+197Au reactions (top-left panel)
and 197Au+Empty Frame (top-right panel) data, nor-
malized relative to each other with respect to the in-
tegrated beam intensities. The strong anti-correlation
for on-target reactions is evident, as expected because
CHIMERA covers the forward (yc.m. > 0.1) and the
Microball mainly the backward hemispheres in the c.m.
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Top row: Correlation between the
Q-vector orientations determined with CHIMERA (abscissa)
and with the Microball (ordinate) for data sets taken with
(left panel) and without (right panel) a target foil in place
(EF stands for Empty Frame). Bottom row: difference of the
Q-vector orientations for Au+Au and for Au+EF data (left
panel)), normalized with respect to the integrated beam in-
tensity (BP stands for beam particles), and the raw hit multi-
plicities (right panel) registered with LAND for Au+Au (solid
line) and for Au+EF data sets (dotted).
frame.
In runs with empty target frames, the recorded yields
are low and only a weak positive correlation is observed.
The distribution of differences between the two Q-vector
orientations, normalized with respect to the integrated
beam intensity, is presented in the bottom left panel.
To minimize the contributions of non-target collisions in
the data analysis, an anti-correlation of the CHIMERA
and Microball Q-vector orientations was required. The
condition |ΦCHI − ΦµBall| > 90
◦ was applied, resulting
in a relative weight of background reactions of less than
20%. It underlines the importance of the Microball data
for identifying and rejecting off-target reactions.
The bottom-right panel of Fig. 11 shows the LAND
raw multiplicity (number of modules hit per event), nor-
malized with respect to the integrated beam intensity, for
197Au+197Au and 197Au+Empty Frame data and after
applying the CHIMERA-Microball anti-correlation con-
dition. The contribution from non-target backgrounds in
the kinematic region of LAND is weak, starting with less
than 20% at unit multiplicity to much less than 1% at
multiplicity 10. In the final analysis, normalized yields
of the remaining non-target background events were sub-
tracted from the corresponding 197Au+197Au data sets.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Measured directed (top panel) and el-
liptic flows (bottom panel) of charged particles as determined
with different timing corrections in comparison with FOPI
results (filled triangles, from [45]) for the same 197Au+197Au
reaction at 400 MeV/nucleon in the interval of impact param-
eters 3.35 ≤ b ≤ 6 fm. The percentages of cases to which the
so-called second step of the timing corrections was applied
are given in the legend (see text). The solid and dashed black
lines indicate the limits 40% and 100%, respectively, of the
studied probability interval.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Azimuthal distributions of neutrons and light charged
particles measured with LAND with respect to the re-
action plane determined with the CHIMERA and AToF
detectors, as described in the previous section, were ex-
tracted for 197Au+197Au reactions from data collected
with and without a target and without and with the
shadow bar in front of LAND. After subtracting the mea-
sured and normalized background yields, the obtained
distributions were fitted with the Fourier expansion
f(∆φ) ∝ 1 + 2v1cos(∆φ) + 2v2cos(2∆φ) (6)
to determine the coefficients describing the observed di-
rected (v1) and elliptic (v2) flows. ∆φ represents the az-
imuthal angle of the momentum vector of an emitted par-
ticle with respect to the determined reaction plane [48].
Due to insufficient resolution, charge identification with
the ∆E-vs-time-of-flight technique has not been possible
with LAND in the present experiment. Therefore, only
results for neutrons and for all recorded charged particles
are presented in the following.
A. Timing corrections
The timing information of particles detected with
LAND in these data sets had been corrected as described
in Sec. III A and in the Appendix. One of the unknown
parameters appearing in this procedure was the amount
of particles misplaced or wrongly corrected in the so-
called second step. Therefore, a series of analysis runs
was performed in which the percentage of particles sub-
jected to it was reduced from 100% to 40% in steps of in-
creasing width. The resulting flow parameters are shown
in Fig. 12 as a function of the reduced rapidity ylab/yproj.
It is observed that the influence of the second correction
is negligible at rapidities ylab/yproj ≈ 0.4 but significant
at lower and higher rapidities. At a reduced rapidity
ylab/yproj = 0.4, the acceptance of LAND in this experi-
ment selects transverse momenta of approximately 0.3 to
0.5 GeV/c/nucleon for which the discussed effect is, ap-
parently, less severe. As expected for a mixing between
time intervals, the modifications at low and high rapidi-
ties occur in opposite directions for both the directed and
elliptic flows.
For the data selected for this purpose, an interval of
nominal impact parameters 3.35 ≤ b ≤ 6 fm was chosen
because corresponding flow data had been made available
by the FOPI Collaboration [45]. The comparison is not
meant to identify a “best” percentage at which the prob-
lem will largely disappear. It only shows that the 100%
application of the second step does not necessarily lead
to improved flow values, consistent with the observation
made for the time spectra discussed in the Appendix. It
also suggests an application with 40% as a useful lower
limit. Variations within this interval of 40% to 100% are
considered as suitable for quantifying the contribution of
the mixing and the underlying timing uncertainty to the
systematic error of the measurement. It applies mainly
to the flow parameters deduced as a function of rapidity
or of transverse momentum. The effect is of minor im-
portance for the acceptance-integrated flow ratios based
on time-integrated particle yields.
B. Collective flows
Flow parameters obtained after correcting for the dis-
persion of the reaction plane are shown in Fig. 13 as a
function of the transverse momentum per particle pt/A.
They are integrated over the rapidity range covered by
the LAND acceptance which increases with pt/A from
ylab/yproj ≈ 0.3 to 0.7 (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. [5]). The ob-
served yield of particles decreases rapidly with increasing
transverse momentum, so that the low-intensity regions
at high pt are more strongly affected by occasionally mis-
placed particles originating from the regions of high yield
at lower pt. For this reason, the analysis is restricted to
transverse momenta pt/A ≤ 0.7 GeV/c. The selected
range of nominal impact parameter is b ≤ 7.5 fm, and a
fraction of 80% is chosen for the application of the sec-
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Measured flow parameters v1 (top
panel) and v2 (bottom panel) for impact parameter b < 7.5 fm
in 197Au+197Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon for neutrons
(filled circles) and charged particles (filled triangles) as a func-
tion of the transverse momentum pt/A. The UrQMD predic-
tions for neutrons and charged particles obtained with a stiff
(γ=1.5, red solid and dotted lines, respectively) and a soft
(γ=0.5, blue dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively) den-
sity dependence of the symmetry term have been filtered to
correspond to the geometrical acceptance of the experiment.
The experimental data are corrected for the dispersion of the
reaction-plane orientation. Where not shown, the statistical
errors are smaller than the size of the symbols.
ond correction step discussed above, compatible with the
comparison of elliptic-flow results shown in Fig. 12. The
coefficient v1 rises from negative values for small pt/A to
small positive values at pt/A > 0.6, reflecting the corre-
lation of transverse momentum with rapidity caused by
the acceptance of LAND. The coefficient v2 is small at
small pt/A and assumes values below v2 = −0.1 at larger
pt/A, indicating the strength of particle squeeze-out in
the directions perpendicular to the reaction plane.
V. INTERPRETATION WITH URQMD
As in the earlier FOPI-LAND study [5], the ultrarela-
tivistic QMD (UrQMD) model of the group of Li and Ble-
icher [9–11] has been employed to deduce the density de-
pendence of the nuclear symmetry energy. Even though
alternative parametrizations have recently become avail-
able [52, 53], the version employed in the FOPI-LAND
study was used again, so as to permit a direct comparison
of the density dependences obtained from the two exper-
iments. The differences are, furthermore, not very large.
In the study presented by Wang et al. using a variety
of Skyrme forces a very comparable stiffness parameter
L = 89 ± 23 MeV was obtained, differing from the orig-
inal result L = 83± 26 MeV by only a few MeV [5, 53].
The parameter
L = 3ρ0
∂Esym
∂ρ
|ρ=ρ0 (7)
is proportional to the slope of the symmetry energy at
saturation (see, e.g., Ref. [35]).
The UrQMD model was originally developed to study
particle production at high energy [54]. By introducing
a nuclear mean field with momentum dependent forces,
it has been adapted to the study of intermediate energy
heavy-ion collisions [55]. The chosen equation of state is
soft. The updated Pauli-blocking scheme, introduced to
provide a more precise description of experimental ob-
servables at lower energies, is described in Ref. [57]. Dif-
ferent options for the dependence on asymmetry were
implemented. Two of them are used here, expressed as a
power-law dependence of the potential part of the sym-
metry energy on the nuclear density ρ according to
Esym = E
pot
sym+E
kin
sym = 22MeV(ρ/ρ0)
γ+12MeV(ρ/ρ0)
2/3
(8)
with γ = 0.5 and γ = 1.5 corresponding to a soft and a
stiff density dependence.
The UrQMD predictions for these two choices are
shown in Fig. 13 in comparison with the experimental
data, for both neutrons and charged particles. A filter-
ing procedure was used to adapt the results to the exper-
imental conditions. They qualitatively follow the exper-
imental flow values, even though the predicted squeeze-
out is less pronounced than that observed. A significant
sensitivity with respect to the stiffness of the symmetry
energy is visible for the elliptic flow of neutrons. By com-
paring it to the strength of the charged-particle flow in
the form of flow ratios or differences, this sensitivity is
expected to be preserved, even in the presence of a global
over- or underprediction of the elliptic flows [5, 6].
The slight underprediction is known to be related to
the so-called FP1 parametrization for the momentum de-
pendence of the elastic nucleon-nucleon cross sections in
the default version of the UrQMD model that was used
here. UrQMD studies of the reaction dynamics at inter-
mediate energies have shown that the in-medium modifi-
cation of the elastic nucleon-nucleon cross-sections is an
important ingredient for realistic descriptions, and vari-
ous parametrizations have been tested [52]. In the previ-
ous FOPI-LAND study, additional calculations were per-
formed with the FP2 parametrization, causing the elliptic
flow parameter v2 to be slightly overpredicted. The ab-
solute values of v2 obtained with FP1 and FP2 differ by
≈ 40% for this reaction [56, 57]. The calculated ratios
retain, nevertheless, the sensitivity of the elliptic flow to
the stiffness of the symmetry energy and depend only
weakly on the chosen parametrization for the in-medium
cross sections [5].
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The systematic study of the residual model depen-
dence of transport descriptions of the elliptic flow ratios
and differences by Cozma et al. [12] has, in addition,
demonstrated that the Tu¨bingen QMD transport model
used there leads to equivalent results regarding the de-
duced stiffness of the symmetry energy. In particular,
also the impact of including or neglecting the momen-
tum dependence of the symmetry potential was investi-
gated with different parametrizations. Important input
quantities identified by this study were the isoscalar com-
pressibility and the width of the nucleon wave function
employed in the calculations. Narrower constraints for
these quantities will reduce the theoretical uncertainties.
A quantitative study of the model differences between
the UrQMD and the Tu¨bingen versions was performed
by Wang et al. [53]. Expressed in terms of the central
value obtained for the slope parameter L, an uncertainty
of ∆L ≈ 10 MeV may be ascribed to the observed model
dependence of the UrQMD versus the Tu¨bingen-QMD
analyses.
Besides the momentum-dependence of the symmetry
potential [58–63], attention has to be paid to the recent
observation of short-range correlations [64, 65], leading
to larger tails of the momentum distributions in sym-
metric matter than in pure neutron matter and to a re-
duction of the kinetic part in the parametrization of the
symmetry energy [66–68]. It will be interesting to in-
corporate these correlations in transport models and to
explore their consequences [69, 70]. However, in a first
study [26], the effect for elliptic-flow ratios was found to
be negligibly small for the case of a mildly soft to linear
density dependence of the symmetry energy that is sup-
ported by the present data. It is, nevertheless, evident
that the improvement of current theoretical descriptions
is an important goal for the future. Reducing theoret-
ical uncertainties and enhancing their consistency [71],
will permit tighter constraints for the high-density de-
pendence of the symmetry energy.
The UrQMD transport program is stopped at a col-
lision time of 150 fm/c and a conventional phase-space
coalescence model with two parameters is used to con-
struct clusters. Nucleons with relative momenta smaller
than P0 and relative distances smaller than R0 are con-
sidered as belonging to the same cluster. The values
P0 = 0.275 GeV/c and R0 = 3.0 fm have been adopted
as standard parameters. With these values the over-
all dependence of cluster yields on Z is rather well re-
produced but the yields of Z = 2 particles are under-
predicted [5]. In the comparison with the FOPI data
set used for Fig. 12, an underprediction by a factor 1.4
was observed. The yields of deuterons and tritons in
central collisions are also underestimated by similar fac-
tors. The present experimental data integrate over the
charged-particle yields observed with LAND. A test was,
therefore, thought to be necessary in order to confirm the
equivalence of Z-integrated and Z resolved analyses. As
shown in the following section, the results indeed agree.
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Elliptic flow ratio of neutrons over
all charged particles for moderately central (b < 7.5 fm) col-
lisions of 197Au+197Au at 400 MeV/nucleon as a function of
the transverse momentum per nucleon pt/A, evaluated with
a fraction of 80% for the second step of timing corrections
(see Sec. IVA). The black squares represent the experimen-
tal data, the green triangles and purple circles represent the
UrQMD predictions for stiff (γ = 1.5) and soft (γ = 0.5)
power-law exponents of the potential term, respectively. The
solid line is the result of a linear interpolation between the
predictions, weighted according to the experimental errors of
the included four bins in pt/A, and leading to the indicated
γ = 0.75 ± 0.10.
A. Differential data
Constraints for the symmetry energy were determined
by comparing the ratios of the elliptic flows of neutrons
and charged particles (ch), vn2 /v
ch
2 , with the correspond-
ing UrQMD predictions for the soft and stiff assumptions.
Because hydrogen isotopes could not be selected, as done
in the FOPI-LAND study [5], a test was performed for
confirming the equivalence of results obtained when in-
cluding all recorded charged particles in the analysis. For
this purpose, the data of the FOPI-LAND experiment
were analyzed with and without the condition Z = 1 ap-
plied in the charged-particle selection and with the lim-
itation pt/A ≤ 0.7 GeV/c of the integration interval in
transverse momentum. The corresponding power-law co-
efficients γ were determined by comparing with UrQMD
calculations performed with the same conditions. The
changes observed for the central values were less than
∆γ = 0.05, accompanied however by the larger statisti-
cal error of the FOPI-LAND data set.
The ratio vn2 /v
ch
2 obtained from the present data for
moderately central (b < 7.5 fm) collisions as a function
of the transverse momentum per nucleon pt/A is shown in
Fig. 14. The chosen fraction for the second step of timing
corrections (see Sec. IVA) is 80%, compatible with the
comparison with FOPI data presented in Fig. 12. Under
this assumption, the best description of the neutron-vs-
charged-particle elliptic flow is obtained with a power-
law coefficient γ = 0.75 ± 0.10 where ∆γ = 0.10 is the
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FIG. 15: Potential-term coefficient γ deduced by interpolat-
ing between the UrQMD predictions shown in Fig. 14 as a
function of the fraction chosen for the second step of timing
corrections (see Sec. IVA).
statistical uncertainty returned by the fit routine. It re-
sults from linearly interpolating between the predictions
for the soft, γ = 0.5, and the stiff, γ = 1.5, predictions
of the model within the range of transverse momentum
0.3 ≤ pt/A ≤ 0.7 GeV/c.
The dependence of the resulting γ on the choice made
for the second timing correction in the data analysis is
shown in Fig. 15. Under the assumption that the second
correction should be applied to at least 40% of the cor-
responding particles, the 1-σ error margins are confined
within the interval γ = 0.75± 0.15 as apparent from the
figure. The larger error ∆γ = 0.15 is expected to in-
clude the systematic uncertainty caused by the existence
of misplaced hits, not identified in the first step and only
partly included in the second step of the timing correc-
tion scheme of the analysis.
B. Acceptance-integrated flow ratio
The new constraint deduced in the preceding section
is slightly lower but still within the uncertainty interval
of the previous value γ = 0.9 ± 0.4 deduced from the
FOPI-LAND data and the same UrQMD model [5]. The
error is significantly reduced by a factor of more than
two. To confirm the validity of the obtained result and
to minimize complications arising from the time-of-flight
measurement with LAND, an acceptance-integrated flow
ratio was determined by integrating over the full thit
spectrum shown in Fig. 21 in the Appendix. It includes
all recorded particles irrespective of their actual location
within this spectrum. The corresponding UrQMD calcu-
lations were integrated over the full acceptance of LAND
as given by the covered interval of laboratory angles. The
thresholds and the energy and particle-type dependent
detection efficiency of the effectively used first plane of
the LAND detector behind the veto wall were taken into
account (Fig. 16). The efficiency calculations were car-
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FIG. 16: (Color online) Detection probability of the first plane
of the LAND detector, preceded by the veto wall, for neu-
trons (dots), protons (filled squares), deuterons (filled trian-
gles), tritons (filled tip-down triangles), 3He (open circles),
4He (open squares), and 7Li (open triangles) as a function of
the particle kinetic energy per nucleon Ekin/A.
ried out with Geant3 within the FairRoot software frame-
work [44].
The still remaining uncertainty arising from this proce-
dure is connected with the choice of the upper limit of the
time-of-flight interval which determines the lower thresh-
old of the neutron energy. For protons to pass through
the veto wall and to be detected in a LAND module, a
minimum energy of about 60 MeV is required while neu-
trons with lower energies may still be detected (Fig. 16).
The magnitude of this effect has been assessed by varying
the upper limit of flight-time integration between 60 and
90 ns, resulting in a slight variation of the obtained flow
ratio and the exponent γ. The UrQMD calculations were
performed for this purpose with kinetic-energy thresh-
olds that corresponded to the chosen integration limit
for neutrons and the physical lower detection thresh-
olds for charged particles. Acceptance-integrated elliptic-
flow values were then determined from the azimuthal
anisotropy of the obtained yields and the linear inter-
polation between the predictions was used to determine
the corresponding exponents γ.
The results for the measured and calculated
acceptance-integrated flow ratios and the resulting γ are
shown in Fig. 17. A small monotonic variation of γ with
the assumption regarding the upper limit of the ToF in-
terval is evident. The 1-σ error margins are confined to
the interval γ = 0.77± 0.17. It overlaps with the interval
obtained by varying the fraction of hits included in the
second correction step (Fig. 15). This is not unexpected
as the two methods are both aiming at quantifying the
remaining consequences of not recognized simultaneous
timing errors of the two signals from a paddle. The vari-
ation of the maximum of the ToF interval, in addition,
includes the effect of a possible smearing of the energy
threshold for neutrons and charged particles by the 25-ns
time jumps.
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FIG. 17: (Color online) Measured elliptic-flow ratio for mod-
erately central (b < 7.5 fm) collisions of 197Au+197Au at 400
MeV/nucleon in comparison with stiff and soft UrQMD pre-
dictions (top panel) and deduced symmetry term coefficient
γ (bottom panel) as a function of the upper limit of the time-
of-flight interval used to obtain time integrated results. The
dashed horizontal lines mark the upper and lower limits of
the 1-σ statistical error margin ∆γ = ±0.10 within the time
interval 60 < ToF < 90 ns.
C. Final corrections
Up to this point, the effects of charge-changing pro-
cesses, nuclear or instrumental, have been ignored in the
analysis. The largest effects of this kind are caused by
misidentifications of charged particles as neutrons, be-
cause of a missing veto signal, and of neutrons as charged
particles. because of a neutron-induced reaction in a veto
panel that produces a signal. Nuclear charge-exchange
reactions with cross sections on the level of millibarn are
less important in comparison (see, e.g., Refs. [72, 73]).
Furthermore, protons converted into neutrons in the veto
wall may still have left a signal there while neutrons con-
verted to protons are included in the measured, rather
small, efficiency for neutron detection of the thin veto
paddles (see below). Misidentifications reduce the differ-
ence between the measured flow patterns and thus cause
a small increase of the apparent flow ratio. The resulting
symmetry-term coefficient appears stiffer than without
these effects.
Calculations within the R3BRoot simulation frame-
work [44] have been performed with different assump-
tions regarding the detector response and particle recog-
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FIG. 18: (Color online) Constraints deduced for the density
dependence of the symmetry energy from the present data in
comparison with the FOPI-LAND result of Ref. [5] as a func-
tion of the reduced density ρ/ρ0. The low-density results of
Refs. [75–78] as reported in Ref. [79] are given by the symbols,
the grey area (HIC), and the dashed contour (IAS). For clar-
ity, the FOPI-LAND and ASY-EOS results are not displayed
in the interval 0.3 < ρ/ρ0 < 1.0.
nition. In particular, the particle-dependent detection
thresholds have been taken into account (Fig. 16). The
obtained reduction of the power-law exponent γ varied
between ∆γ = −0.03 and -0.07, with the lower and up-
per boundaries being obtained with the most extreme
assumptions.
The magnitude of the required correction is, qualita-
tively, easily understood. A 1-mm gap between veto pad-
dles causes an inefficiency of approximately 1%. It may
cause the equivalent amount of charged particles to ap-
pear as neutrons in the analysis. As charged particles
by nature, they have a five-fold higher probability for
being detected in the first layer of LAND. By taking
into account the known yield ratio of charged particles
over neutrons of approximately 2/3 and the measured
flow ratio of vn2 /v
ch
2 = 0.72 (Fig. 17), a corrected ra-
tio vn2 /v
ch
2 = 0.71 is obtained. With the sensitivity of
the flow ratio as represented in the figure, the correction
amounts to ∆γ = −0.05. It represents an upper limit for
this particular effect because the veto paddles are aligned
with respect to the elements of the first plane of LAND
and not all particles passing through the veto gaps are
recorded. As an analysis detail, we note here that in test-
ing the coincidence of timing signals in the veto wall and
first plane of LAND the possibility of undetected ±25 ns
displacements of one of the signals was taken into account
(errors in the positions derived from the time signals have
all been corrected, see Appendix). Other processes ex-
ist but are less important. The detection probability for
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neutrons in the 5-mm veto paddles is below 1% (cf. Fig. 1
of Ref. [14]) and the coincidence requirement of a match-
ing hit in the first module of LAND further reduces the
probability of misidentifications of this kind. In the sim-
ulations, all these effects are included.
The adopted reduction ∆γ = −0.05± 0.02 leads to a
final result for the power-law coefficient γ = 0.72± 0.19.
The quoted uncertainty is obtained by a linear addi-
tion of the systematic error of the correction and the
∆γ = −0.17 uncertainty resulting from the comparison
of the acceptance-integrated flow ratio with the UrQMD
calculations (Fig. 17). The possibility of charge misiden-
tifications considered here has not been taken into ac-
count in the FOPI-LAND analysis. There, its magni-
tude appears small in comparison with the uncertainty
∆γ = ±0.4 of this earlier result. It was also not included
yet in presentations of preliminary ASY-EOS results at
conferences [74].
The obtained constraint for the density dependence of
the symmetry energy is shown in Fig. 18 in compari-
son with the FOPI-LAND result of Ref. [5] as a function
of the reduced density ρ/ρ0. The new result confirms
the former and has a considerably smaller uncertainty.
Judging from the purely statistical error of ∆γ = ±0.10
(Fig. 15), even smaller errors can be expected from future
measurements.
For reference, the low-density behavior of the symme-
try energy from Refs. [75–78] as reported in Ref. [79]
is included in the figure. The present parametrization
is found compatible also with these results from nuclear
structure studies and from reactions at lower bombard-
ing energy. The corresponding slope parameter describ-
ing the variation of the symmetry energy with density
at saturation is L = 72 ± 13 MeV. Judging from the
analysis work done with the FOPI-LAND data, one may
expect that the analysis of the present data with the
Tu¨bingen QMD [6, 12] will lead to a similar or possi-
bly slightly larger value for the parameter L [13, 53, 80].
On the other hand, using values lower than the default
Epotsym(ρ0) = 22 MeV (Eq. 8), as occasionally done in other
UrQMD studies [81], is likely to lower the result for L by
several MeV (cf. Ref. [5]). Corresponding analyses based
on the present data are in progress.
VI. DENSITY PROBED
Calculations predict that central densities of two to
three times the saturation density may be reached in
197Au+197Au collisions at 400 to 1000 MeV/nucleon on
time scales of ≈ 10 − 20 fm/c [82]. The resulting pres-
sure produces a collective outward motion of the com-
pressed material whose strength, differentiating between
neutrons and protons, is influenced by the symmetry en-
ergy in asymmetric systems [22]. It is to be expected, on
the other hand, that the observed transverse momenta
of emitted particles and their azimuthal variation appar-
ent as elliptic flow carries information acquired during
the full reaction history. The tests performed with the
FOPI-LAND flow data and varying parameters for the
potential part of the symmetry energy in the UrQMD
had already indicated that densities above and below sat-
uration contribute to the observed flow patterns [5].
A force-weighted density has been defined by Le Fe`vre
et al. in their recent study of the equation of state of
symmetric matter, based on FOPI elliptic-flow data and
IQMD calculations [21]. For 197Au+197Au collisions at
400 MeV/nucleon, its broad maximum extends over den-
sities 0.8 < ρ/ρ0 < 1.6. Liu et al. report in their study
of pion production in the same reaction that the rela-
tive sensitivity of the pi−/pi+ yield ratios to the sym-
metry energy is distributed over a density range of ap-
proximately 0.7 < ρ/ρ0 < 1.8 with a maximum near
ρ/ρ0 ≈ 1.2 [83]. These more quantitative studies, with
partly different methods, consistently support the as-
sumption that supra-saturation densities up to nearly
twice saturation are probed at this energy with collec-
tive flows and meson production, not exclusively but with
major effects produced above saturation.
For the present purpose, a detailed analysis of the colli-
son processes has been performed with the Tu¨bingen ver-
sion [12] of the QMDmodel (Tu¨QMD). The sensitivity to
the various density regimes probed in heavy-ion collisions
was studied quantitatively by examining their impact on
the variation of elliptical-flow-ratio observables with the
two choices of a mildly stiff and a soft parametrization
for the density-dependent asymmetric-matter equation
of state (asy-EoS). To that end, the density-dependent
quantity DEFR (Difference of Elliptic-Flow Ratio)
DEFR(n,Y )(ρ) =
vn2
vY2
(x = −1, ρ)−
vn2
vY2
(x = 1, ρ) (9)
has been determined using the Tu¨QMD transport model,
where Y labels a particle or a group of particle
species and x the asy-EoS stiffness resulting from the
momentum-dependent one-body potential introduced by
Das et al. [58]. The density-dependent elliptic-flow ratios
(EFR) in this expression are calculated with a modified
symmetry potential
Vsym(x, ρ˜) =
{
V Gognysym (x, ρ˜) ρ˜ ≤ ρ
V Gognysym (0, ρ˜) ρ˜ > ρ
(10)
with x = ±1 according to Eq. 9. The difference of the
x = ±1 potentials is tested only at densities up to the
particular ρ, the argument of DEFR. This choice leads
to DEFR(n,Y )(0) = 0 and to the proper stiff-soft split-
ting for large values of the density ρ. Values at inter-
mediate densities are a measure of the impact on ellip-
tic flow observables of regions of density lower than that
chosen for the argument. The derivative of DEFR with
respect to density provides thus the sensitivity density of
the elliptic flow ratio observable under consideration as
a function of the nuclear matter density.
In the upper panel of Fig. 19, the density dependence of
DEFR(n,Y ) for the choice Y=all charged particles (ch) is
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FIG. 19: Density dependence of the difference of the elliptic
flow ratio (DEFR) of neutrons over charged particles, defined
by Eq. 9, for 197Au+197Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon ob-
tained with the Tu¨QMD transport model [12] and the FOPI-
LAND acceptance filter (upper panel) and the corresponding
sensitivity density (lower panel, solid line) together with sen-
sitivity densities obtained from elliptic-flow ratios of neutrons
over all hydrogen isotopes (dashed) and neutrons over protons
(dash-dotted).
presented. It is seen that DEFR increases monotonically
up to density values in the neighborhood of 2.5 ρ0, close
to the maximum density probed by nucleons in heavy-
ion collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energy. The
relative sensitivity of the elliptic flow ratio of neutrons
over charged particles to the various density regions is
presented in the lower panel of Fig. 19, together with the
same quantity for the neutron-over-proton and neutron-
over-hydrogen flow ratios. It is readily observed that the
maximum sensitivity of the neutron/proton EFR lies
in the 1.4 to 1.5 ρ0 region. It is lowered to 1.0 to 1.1
ρ0 for the choices that involve light complex particles.
The probed regions of nuclear density are thus consid-
erably higher than the densities around or below 0.7 ρ0
probed with nuclear structure observables [77–79]. Even
lower densities in the vicinity of ρ0/3 have very recently
been reported as the region of sensitivity probed with the
dipole polarizability of 208Pb [84].
The moderately different density regions probed by
EFR observables involving protons and, respectively,
light complex particles are expected to lead to slightly
different extracted values for the asy-EoS stiffness. Pre-
liminary results, employing existing experimental FOPI-
LAND data for vn2 /v
p
2 and v
n
2 /v
H
2 and the Tu¨QMD trans-
port model, suggest this to be the case [85]. A slightly
stiffer asy-EoS is favored by the latter observable, a dif-
ference that will be enhanced if one corrects for the fact
that transport models coupled with phase-space coales-
cence algorithms tend to underpredict light cluster mul-
tiplicities by factors ranging up to 2-3. Deuterons and
tritons are of particular interest here. This result sug-
gests that, at higher densities, the asy-EoS density de-
pendence is somewhat softer than at saturation. It may
thus be feasible to extract constraints for the parameters
of the higher order terms of the Taylor expansion of the
symmetry energy in density around the saturation point,
in particular the curvature parameter Ksym. Informa-
tion regarding the curvature is of high interest as, e.g.,
the inclusion of exchange terms in microscopic models
cause a stiffening [86] while considering the momentum
tails caused by short-range correlations may cause a soft-
ening [70] of the predictions for the symmetry energy in
the density regime near and above saturation.
It is, therefore, of extreme importance for future ex-
periments to be able to extract a clean separate proton
signal. Additionally, theoretical models that allow for an
independent adjustment of the slope and curvature pa-
rameters of the symmetry energy term will be required to
be able to push the extracted constraints for the asy-EoS
density dependence into the 2ρ0 region.
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
From the measurement of the elliptic flows of neutrons
and light charged particles in the reaction 197Au+197Au
at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energy a new, more strin-
gent constraint for the nuclear symmetry energy at supra-
saturation density has been deduced. From the com-
parison of the elliptic flow ratio of neutrons vs charged-
particles with UrQMD predictions, a value γ = 0.72 ±
0.19 is obtained for the power-law coefficient of the po-
tential part in the parametrization of the model. It con-
firms the moderately soft to linear density dependence of
the symmetry energy deduced previously from the FOPI-
LAND data. The densities probed were shown to reach
beyond twice saturation.
The effects of deficiencies of the LAND timing elec-
tronics have been studied in detail and their effects
assessed by systematically varying correction parame-
ters over their intervals of uncertainty. An acceptance-
integrated flow ratio for neutrons over charged particles
has been generated by integrating over the time-of-flight
spectra. It is largely insensitive to timing uncertainties
but still subject to a systematic error caused by an in-
strumental smearing of detection thresholds. Their ef-
fect contributes to the total error ∆γ = ±0.19 of the
acceptance-integrated result that includes a statistical er-
ror ∆γ = ±0.10.
The slope parameter that corresponds to the obtained
parametrization of the symmetry energy is L = 72 ±
13 MeV. As densities near and beyond saturation are effi-
ciently probed with the present observable, one may con-
vert this result into a symmetry pressure p0 = ρ0L/3 =
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3.8± 0.7 MeVfm−3 (with ρ0 = 0.16 fm
−3), equivalent to
6.1±1.1 ·1032 Pa. It represents the pressure in pure neu-
tron matter at saturation because the pressure in sym-
metric matter vanishes at this density. The pressure in
neutron-star matter with asymmetries δ = (ρn − ρp)/ρ
less than unity should be lower. The estimate devel-
oped in Sec. 9.1 of Ref. [35], based on β-equilibrium,
yields a proton fraction xp = (1 − δ)/2 of about 5%
for Esym = 34 MeV (cf. Eq. 8) and saturation den-
sity. With the corresponding asymmetry δ = 0.90, the
pressure of the asymmetric baryonic matter is reduced to
3.1 MeVfm−3. Adding the contribution of the degenerate
electrons yields a value of 3.4 MeVfm−3 for the pressure
in neutron-star matter at saturation density. The same
or very similar values are obtained with the expressions
presented in Refs. [87, 88]. Compared to the results of
Steiner et al. [89], they are located within the upper half
of the 95%-confidence interval obtained by these authors
from neutron-star observations.
While interpretations in this direction may still ap-
pear speculative at present and in need of further study,
they reveal the potential of pressure measurements in
nuclear reactions. As far as the modelization of nuclear
reactions is concerned, it will be important to improve
the description of the nuclear interaction in transport
models [71], to reduce the parameter ranges also in the
isoscalar sector, to improve the algorithms used for clus-
terization, as well as going beyond the mean-field picture,
including short-range correlations. The latter have re-
cently been investigated in nuclei [64, 65] and their conse-
quences for transport descriptions of intermediate-energy
heavy-ion reactions are of high interest and need to be
investigated [69]. Moreover, it will be quite important
to compare the experimental data with the predictions
of several transport models, of both Boltzmann-Vlasov
and molecular-dynamics type [90], in order to pursue
the work towards a model-independent constraint of the
high-density symmetry energy initiated in Ref. [12].
The results of the present experiment, together with
the theoretical study of the density probed, may also be
seen as a strong encouragement for extending the mea-
surement of neutron and charged particle flows to other
reaction systems and energies. The presented calcula-
tions suggest that the curvature parameter Ksym can
be addressed experimentally if higher precision and el-
emental and isotopic resolution for charged particles can
be achieved. Future experiments will, therefore, benefit
from the improved calorimetric capabilities of the Neu-
LAND detector presently constructed as part of the R3B
experimental setup [91] and from the availability of ra-
dioactive ion beams for reaction studies at FAIR.
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VIII. APPENDIX: CORRECTION OF LAND
TIMING
In the TACQUILA electronic board [40], the time mea-
surement of a recorded hit is performed by registering
the time of the start signal (tac) inside a 25-ns clock-
cycle window, the time of the common stop signal inside
its 25-ns clock-cycle window (so-called t17) and the num-
ber nc of cycles occurring between the start and stop
cycles. The returned calibrated time information tcal is
then given by
tcal = tac+ 25nc − t17 (ns). (11)
The resolution of the timing system is of the order of
10 ps (rms) [40].
Examples of the observed correlations between t17 (in
channels) and the so measured tcal (in ns) for the two
photomultipliers (PM’s) of a paddle of the first plane of
LAND are shown in panels a) and b) of Fig. 20. Ide-
ally, no correlation should be visible as the distribution
of the stop signals inside the clock cycle window should
be completely random. Unexpectedly, however, a strong
correlation is observed; preferences exist, primarily, for
high t17 values at smaller times tcal but also for low t17
values at larger times. This behavior by itself implies
an improper functioning of the TACQUILA board. It is
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evidence of incorrect determinations of nc, depending on
where the t17 signal appears within the clock cycle. In
addition, it was found that the probability of wrong nc
countings was rate dependent; it increased with increas-
ing frequency of hits recorded in the LAND modules.
This behavior, as discovered during the data taking was
confirmed with bench tests performed after the experi-
ment and ultimately corrected by replacing parts of the
TACQUILA electronic readout system.
As a consequence, the region marked as A1 in Fig. 20a)
must be considered as overpopulated because of a wrong
counting of the number nc of clock cycles; the returned
nc is likely to be one-unit smaller than the true value,
causing an offset of -25 ns of the calibrated time tcal.
With smaller probability, counting errors larger than one
cycle were observed as well. It follows that any measured
time in LAND is not necessarily but possibly wrong by
±25 ns or, with decreasing probability, even multiples of
it.
The described malfunctions clearly affect the measure-
ments of the hit position Ytime along the vertically ori-
ented paddles, derived from the difference, and of the
arrival time thit at the paddle, derived from the sum of
the two signals recorded for a hit. The two quantities are
given by
Ytime = tcal 1 − tcal 2 (12)
thit = (tcal 1 + tcal 2)/2 (13)
where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the two PM’s of a given
paddle; the signals tcal 1 and tcal 2 are, at this stage, not
yet synchronized, i.e. not yet corrected for time offsets
generated by, e.g., differences of the cable lengths of the
two PM’s. The position Ytime is, therefore, still given in
units of nanoseconds and not necessarily centered with
respect to the paddle length.
In the case of malfunctions, the time differences may
be sufficiently large, so that the deduced hit position falls
outside the physical length of the paddle. This can be
easily corrected by adding or subtracting 25 ns to the
time difference. It will move the hit to its correct position
inside the paddle. To recover the correct arrival times
thit is not equally feasible in this case. It would require
the knowledge of whether the wrong position of Ytime
is caused by erroneous +25 ns in one or -25 ns in the
other of the two signals coming from a paddle. The two
possibilities correspond to thit values that differ by 25 ns.
Moreover, it is also possible that both time measurements
are affected by the same ±25 ns time jump. In that case,
the position Ytime is correct but the returned arrival time
thit is erroneous by ±25 ns. Because the expected range
of arrival times at LAND exceeds 25 ns, an easy and
straightforward procedure for recovering the correct time
information does not exist.
It has, nevertheless, been possible to develop a cor-
rection scheme for recovering the correct times with
high probability and for determining the consequences
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FIG. 20: (Color online) Panels a) and b): Observed correla-
tions of t17 vs calibrated time tcal for the two signals tcal 1
and tcal 2 of a module of the first plane of LAND. Panels c)
and d): Observed correlations of the position signals Ytime
vs Yamp deduced from the time and amplitude information of
these signals, respectively, before (c) and after (d) the first
correction step. Panel e): the same correlation after the cor-
rection step 1stbis. The significance of the marked regions in
panels a) through c) is explained in the text.
of remaining uncertainties for the finally determined
symmetry-term coefficient. This was achieved with the
help of correction parameters whose effects can be as-
sessed on a quantitative level. The scheme divides into
two parts.
The first correction step starts from the observed cor-
relation of the position measurement Ytime with the po-
sition Yamp obtained from the amplitudes of the normal-
ized PM signals. The uncorrected correlation (Fig. 20c)
shows clearly separated regions of unphysical positions
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Ytime, marked with U (up), D (down), and 2U (twice up),
in addition to the strongest group of coinciding position
measurements. The distribution of uncorrected positions
Ytime for a typical module of the first plane of LAND is
shown in the top panel of Fig. 21 and the corresponding
thit distribution is shown in the bottom panel of the same
figure (“no corr”, full line in black). The two side groups
with wrong Ytime positions are weak (< 10%) compared
to the main group but significant. The probability for
double time jumps in the same direction is below 1%
and essentially negligible. The 25-ns repetitions of struc-
tures in thit are clearly visible in Fig. 21 (bottom panel),
in particular, the repeated appearance of narrow artifi-
cial peaks generated by the electronics. These structures
were removed before other corrections were applied.
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FIG. 21: (Color online) Hit distributions for a module of the
first plane of LAND as a function of the position Ytime (top
panel) and of the arrival time thit (bottom panel). Black solid
lines denote the uncorrected distributions, the colored lines
represent the distributions after the 1st (red, small dots), the
1stbis (green, thick dots), and the 2nd (blue, thick dashed)
corrections. “Bad peaks” refers to artificial sharp peaks at
25 ns intervals (filled purple areas) generated by the electronic
readout.
In the attempt to correct the wrong positions, the cho-
sen scheme takes into account the value of t17 relative to
the returned time as shown in panels a) and b) of Fig. 20.
In the example of a hit belonging to the region ’U’ in
panel c), tcal 1 may be located in what is defined as the
“good” region, i.e. in the interval between 640 ns and
720 ns but outside the gates ’A1’ and ’A2’ in panel a),
and tcal 2 may be located in region ’B1’ of panel b). In
this case, it is obviously more probable that tcal 2 is in-
correct, i.e. that the number of clock cycles is wrong by
one unit, and 25 ns are thus added to its value. Instead,
if tcal 1 is located in region ’A2’ and tcal 2 in the “good”
region, i.e outside the gates ’B1’ and ’B2’ in panel b),
25 ns are subtracted from tcal 1. Corresponding correc-
tions are applied to hits belonging to regions marked as
’D’ and ’2U’ in Fig. 20c as well as to a region ’2D’ when
it appeared in other cases. This part of the correction
scheme is summarized in Table II and marked as 1st step
in the last column. Note that three possibilities exist for
correcting the rare double jumps, depending on where
the hits are found to be located. The superscripts “+”
and “-” used in the table indicate regions analogous to
the four regions ’A1’, ’A2’, ’B1’, and ’B2’ marked in pan-
els a) and b) of Fig. 20 but located further out by another
+25 ns or -25 ns from the central part of the spectrum.
panel c) panel a) panel b) tcal 1 tcal 2 correction
U A2 -25 ns 1st
U B1 +25 ns 1st
D A1 +25 ns 1st
D B2 -25 ns 1st
2U A2 B1 -25 ns +25 ns 1st
2U A2+ -50 ns 1st
2U B1− +50 ns 1st
2D A1 B2 +25 ns -25 ns 1st
2D A1− +50 ns 1st
2D B2+ -50 ns 1st
good A1 B1 +25 ns +25 ns 2nd
good A2 B2 -25 ns -25 ns 2nd
TABLE II: The first three columns indicate the regions re-
ferred to in the listed panels of Fig. 20 while the next two
columns specify the actions taken on tcal 1, tcal 2, or both.
The last column indicates the number of the correction step
as given in the text.
Panel d) of Fig. 20 shows the Ytime-vs-Yamp correlation
after this first correction step. The corresponding Ytime
and thit distributions are shown in Fig. 21 (in red). It
is evident that not all the wrong positions have disap-
peared because some hits do not fulfill the assumptions
made in devising the first step of the correction scheme
(of the order of 2%, cf. Fig. 21, top panel). In that case,
an additional correction called 1stbis is applied. At this
step, the location of the hit pattern in the t17-vs-tcal maps
(Fig. 20a and b) is ignored and the correct Ytime is recov-
ered by either adding 25 ns to one or by subtracting 25 ns
from the other of the two time signals tcal 1 and tcal 2 of
that hit. The choice made between these two possibili-
ties was based upon which of them had appeared with the
higher probability when the 1st correction step had been
applied to the same paddle. Panel e) of Fig. 20 shows
the Ytime-vs-Yamp correlation after this correction: now
all the positions deduced from time signals are correct.
They coincide with the positions deduced from the am-
plitudes and are within the physical length of the paddle
(Fig. 21, top, in green, coinciding with blue).
At this stage, cases in which both time measure-
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FIG. 22: (Color online) High velocity tail of normalized ve-
locity spectra for several assumptions on the time-zero value
t0 in comparison with the corresponding spectrum measured
in the FOPI-LAND experiment.
ments are affected by the same time jump have not been
touched. They remain correct regarding their positions
Ytime but the problem of their erroneous arrival times
thit is not solved yet. For that purpose, an additional
correction step has been conceived. It is based on the as-
sumption that the coincident location of the two signals
of a hit in either regions ’A1’ and ’B1’ or in ’A2’ and ’B2’
of their respective t17-vs-tcal maps is a strong indication
of a simultaneous jump. The correction step consists of
either adding or subtracting 25 ns to both values tcal 1
and tcal 2 of that hit, so that they fall into the central
regions of their maps. It is marked as 2nd step in the last
column of Table II. It simply changes the arrival times
thit by 25 ns but leaves the position Ytime and its corre-
lation with Yamp unaffected. The so obtained final thit
distribution is shown in Fig. 21 (bottom panel, in blue).
It is evident that the second correction step falsely
modifies correctly measured cases of long or short times
with time signals tcal 1 and tcal 2 accidentally falling into
the marked regions. Its effect is particularly large in the
interval 640 ns to 660 ns of the thit spectrum where it
causes a depression (Fig. 21, bottom panel). The ge-
ometric mean between the yields before and after this
correction would approximately represent a smooth time
spectrum that would seem more probable. This level can
be reached if only about 80% of the hits near the center
down to about 50% towards the edges of this region are
actually moved in the second step while the rest of the
selected candidates is left at their original arrival times in
the 640 ns to 660 ns interval. However, as it is not known
which of the hits should be moved and which should be
left at their time positions, a correction of this kind is
not properly feasible. It will smoothen the time spec-
trum but, because of the necessarily random selection,
an inevitable mixing of hits between the affected time
intervals will occur.
This situation was addressed by considering the frac-
tion of randomly selected hits whose arrival times are
actually modified in step 2 as an unknown correction pa-
rameter. The time spectrum in Fig. 21 (bottom panel)
and the comparison of flow results as a function of this
fraction with FOPI results (Fig. 12 in Sec. IVA) sug-
gest a value of at least 40%. Apart from that, it remains
unknown and its significance for the differential flow ra-
tios must be assessed. The result, a systematic variation
of ∆γ = 0.05 as a function of this fraction, is shown in
Fig. 15 and discussed in Sec. VA. For the acceptance-
integrated analysis based on time-integrated data sets
(Sec. VB), the present corrections are of minor impor-
tance because very few hits are actually moved across the
boundaries of the integration interval.
Due to the logarithmic gain chosen for the new
TACQUILA electronic board, the signals of low-energy
gamma rays fell below threshold with the effect that
the calibration of the time spectra could not be based
on a measured gamma peak. The location of the zero-
time-of-flight point t0 was, therefore, determined from
a comparison of velocity spectra, generated with vari-
ous assumptions on t0, with the well calibrated spectrum
available from the FOPI-LAND experiment. The high-
velocity part of the spectrum was found to exhibit the
most distinctive variation as a function of the choice for
t0 (Fig. 22). The presence of artificial peaks at arrival
times thit ≈ 677 and 702 ns (Fig. 21, bottom panel)
limited the useful range to velocities vel > 18 cm/ns
or Ekin > 230 MeV for nucleons. The rapid variation
of the velocity spectrum with the choice of t0 permit-
ted its determination with an uncertainty of the order of
1 ns (Fig. 22). Its location at thit = 707.6 ns is marked
in the spectrum of arrival times thit. As the displayed
times are measured with respect to a delayed common
stop signal, finite time-of-flight values are to the left of
t0. Photons would appear at thit = 691 ns, indicat-
ing that the yield at larger thit represents the level of
background and of hits that are still misplaced. The
interval 18 ≤ vel < 25 cm/ns used for the compari-
son corresponds to 680 ≤ thit < 688 ns, a region only
mildly affected by corrections. The same is true for the
main group of recorded hits with arrival times between
thit = 669 and 685 ns, corresponding to flight times be-
tween 23 and 39 ns and to kinetic energies of 100 to
400 MeV for nucleons (note that artificial peaks are re-
moved).
The correction effects are stronger for arrival times be-
tween thit = 642 and 663 ns, expected for nucleons with
approximately 30 to 70 MeV kinetic energy. The time
spectrum in that region is strongly modified by the sec-
ond correction step moving particles from this region into
the main group centered at thit = 680 ns (Fig. 21, bot-
tom panel). The threshold energy of 60 MeV for pro-
tons to pass through the veto wall and to be detected
in a LAND module is located within the affected region
(thit = 659 ns). The same is true for the thresholds of
deuterons and tritons, located at smaller energy per nu-
cleon and correspondingly longer times-of-flight.
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In order to be independent of the applied corrections,
the acceptance-integrated result was obtained by inte-
grating the time spectra up to thit = 640 ns, i.e. be-
yond the critical regions. The maximum time-of-flight of
67.5 ns defines a threshold of 30 MeV for neutrons. It
is lower than the physical thresholds for charged parti-
cles, a condition that was equally applied in the UrQMD
simulations. Only double time jumps and background
events, apart from the neutrons below threshold, can
contribute to the low-intensity region at thit < 640 ns.
Possible systematic effects related to these effects were
investigated by varying the integration limit between
617 < thit < 648 ns, i.e. flight times between 60 and
90 ns, and by correspondingly adjusting the neutron-
energy threshold in the calculations. The resulting vari-
ation of γ is small as shown in Fig. 17.
It is once more noted here that the timing corrections
are applied to all particles independently of whether they
are charged or neutral. This has obviously reduced their
influence on the flow ratios used here as principal ob-
servables, in agreement with the results of the tests per-
formed.
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